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Introduction
In this paper we investigate how generalized decomposition numbers
behave under Fong's reductions.
Let G be a finite group and p be a fixed prime number. If π is a p-ele-
ment of G and B is a ^>-block of G, then for an ordinary irreducible character
X in B and for each ^-regular element p of the centralizer CG(π) of π, we have
X(πp) = Σ d(X, π, φ)φ(p).
Here φ ranges over the irreducible Brauer characters in the ^-blocks of CG(π)
associated with B. We have the following theorem related to the Fong's first
reduction.
Theorem 1. Let H be a subgroup of G, and let B and B be p-blocks of G
and H, respectively. We assume that %—>XG is a 1-1 correspondence between the
ordinary irreducible characters in B and those in B, where XG is the character of
G induced from X. Then the following holds.
(i) B and S have a common defect group D.
(ii) Let I be a root of B in C^D)D. Then bc
σ
^
D
 is defined in the sense of
Brauer [2]. We put b=bce<D)D. Then b is a root of B in CG(D)D and T(b)=
T(b)CG(D) where T{b) is the inertial group of b in NG(D) and T(b) is the inertial
group of b in NH{D). In particular T(b)ICG(D)D^ T(b)/CJI(D)D.
(iii) Let {(zrt, 5, ), ί = l , 2, •••, n} be a set of representatives for the conjugacy
classes of subsections associated with B. Then bf&^^ is defined and φ—>φcσ^^ is
a 1-1 correspondence between the irreducible Brauer characters in 5,- and those in
t>cσ(πi)
m
 Furthermore i(πi,bf^πi^)f i= 1, 2, •••, n} is a set of representatives for
the conjugacy classes of subsections associated with B.
(iv) Let X be an ordinary irreducible character in B and φ be an irreducible
Brauer character in hi. Then
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d(XG, πiy φ W ) = d(X, πi9 φ) .
Let ζ be an irreducible character of a normal ^'-subgroup N of G and
suppose that ζ is extendible to a character ζ of G. Let B be a />-block of the
factor group G of G by iV and %0 be an ordinary irreducible character in B. %0
can be viewed as a character of G. We denote by ζB the jί>-blosk of G which
contains ζΐl0. The ordinary irreducible characters in ζB are ζ^'s, where % runs
over the ordinary irreducible characters in B and the irreducible Brauer characters
in ζB are ζφ's> where φ runs over the irreducible Brauer characters in B. If B}
and B2 are different ^-blocks of G, then ζBι=£ζB2. For an element # of G, we
put x=^xN (^G) and for a subgroup Q of G, we put Q^QN/N. If Q is a/>-
subgroup, then CG(Q) = CG(Q) and NG(Q) = NG(Q). We have the following
theorem related to the Fong's second reduction.
Theorem 2. Lei £ fo an irreducible character of a normal pr-subgroup N of
G and ζ be an extension of ζ to G such that (o (det ζ),p)=l. If B is a p-block of
G and B=ζB for some p-block B of the factor group G, then the following holds.
( i ) If D is a defect group of B, then D is a defect group of B.
(ii) Let b be a root of B in CG(D)D and let b e be a p-block of CG(D)D such
that bNC^D)D= ζb. Then b is a root of B in CG{D)D and Tψ)=Ί\b). In particular
Tφ)ICε(D)Ds*T(b)ICG(D)D.
(iii) Let π be a p-element of G and b
u
b2) •••, bs be the p-blocks of Ccijt)
associated with B. If b{ is a p-block of CG(π) such that bfc&^=ζbi, then bu b2, •••,
b
s
 are the p-blocks of CG(π) associated with B. Furthermore bi=θπbi {i=\y 2, •••, s)
when hi is viewed as a p-block of CG(π)ICN(π), where θπ is an ordinary irreducible
character of CG(π) such that θπ\c^π) is irreducible.
(iv) For each ordinary irreducible character X in B, for the above p-element
π and for each irreducible Brauer character φ in biy there exists a sign £ f f = ± l such
that
d(ζ%, π, θ
π
φ) = S
π
d{%, 7T, φ) .
We remark that (ii) and (iii) in the above theorems are stated by Puig
[8, Theorems 1 and 2] without proofs.
Let K be the algebraic closure of the ^>-adic number field Qp and R be
the ring of local integers in K. Let P denote the maximal ideal of R and F denote
the residue class field RjP. For a ^>-block B of G, we denote the block idem-
potent of FG corresponding to B by EB and for an ordinary irreducible character
X of G, we denote the centrally primitive idempotent of KG corresponding to
X by £
χ
. The number of ordinary irreducible characters in B and the number
of irreducible Brauer characters in B are denoted by k(B) and l(B), respectively.
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1. Proof of Theorem 1
L e m m a 1. Let H be a subgroup of G and xly x2, •••, xh be a set of representa-
tives for the right cosets of H in G. For a p-block B of Hy we assume that
= 0 for all x^G—H.
h h
Then Σ x71EβXi is a block idempotent of FG. If we put Σ x7ιEBXi=iEBy where
ί = l » = 1
B is a p-block of G, then φ-+φG is a 1-1 correspondence between the irreducible
Brauer characters in B and those in B.
REMARK. By Iizuka, Ohmori and Watanabe [6, Theorem 2], the following
(i) and (ii) are equivalent.
(i) φ->φG is a 1-1 correspondence between the irreducible Brauer
characters in B and those in B.
(ii) X->XG is a 1-1 correspondence between the ordinary irreducible
characters in B and those in B.
Proof. We put E= Σ Egx<9 where Eg
xi=x71EBXi. Then £ is a central
idempotent of FG. By the assumption we can show £->δG defines a 1-1 corres-
pondence between the isomorphism classes of (right) JF!ff-modules 8 with
%>EB=% and the isomorphism classes of FG-modules 2JΪ with (3JlE=(ζΰly where
SG is the induced FG-module. Furthermore if 8 is an irreducible or a principal
indecomposable ί7/-module, then SG is an irreducible or a principal indecom-
posable FG-module. Hence by the indecomposability of Cartan matrices, E is
a block idempotent. This completes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 1. (i) is well known. It is also well known that if EB'
is the block idempotent of RH which corresponds to B, then Egf=^Σe%i X
ranges over the ordinary irreducible characters in B. Let x
u
 x2, •••, xh be a set
of representatives for the cosets of H in G, where x1=l. We can show that
h h
e~G= Σ *χ*s so we have EB= Σ Eg**. By the assumption, EBFGEB=ESFG
X
 » = 1 ί = l
and hence EBEB=ES and
(1) Eg Σ Eg*i = 0 .
By the proof of Watanabe [10, Theorem 2] and the fact dimF (EBFG) =
\G:H\2 dim,, (ESFH), we have
(2) EBFG=1
From (2), we obtain EBEB*=0 for all x<=G—H.
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Let Q be a ^-subgroup of Hy h be a ^>-block of CH{Q)Q with bH=B and
Br0 be the Brauer morphism from (FG)Q onto FCG(Q), where (.FG)0 =
(a^FG\ya=ay for all j>e<?} (see Alperin and Brouά [1]). Then we have
BτQ(Es)BrQ(Es)* = 0 (X<ΞCG(Q)Q-CH(Q)Q) ,
BrQ(Es)Er = Er.
So E>EΪX=0 for all x^CG(Q)Q-CH(Q)Q. By Reynolds [9, Theorem 2] and
Lemma 1, bCσ(Q)Q is defined and φ-^φc^Q)Q is a 1-1 correspondence between
the irreducible Brauer characters in h and those in 5C<?(Q)Q.
Let #!, #2> •••, #8 be a set of respresentatives for the cosets of T(b) in NH(D),
where z
x
=1. Then
P
 z z
\0) DVD{EB) == Σ E? y, E^I^b y = 0
for; ^ 2 . We assume that CG(D)D= U Cff(D)Dxi and NG(D)= U NH{D)Xi. So
NG(D)= U U T(b)2jXi. For (i,y)Φ(l, 1) we have
ι=i y=i
(4) tfr#r V< = ErBrD(Eg) BrD(Es)x^zjxi = 0
from (3). By the above argument hc^D)D is defined. We put b=bc^D)D. Then
*
σ
=5σ=jEK?=Jff. Hence 4 is a root of £ in CG(D)D and Eb=ΣlEϊxi. If
, then
From (4), there exist i and y, 1 ^ ί , y ^ ί , such that Xjyxi1^T(h)y hence
j ; e T{h)CG(D). Conversely if w e Γ(5), then
W = Σ Et*r = Σ JΪΓ " 1*' 1 ' = ^ .
ί=l ί=l
Therefore T(b)= Tφ)CG(D). This completes the proof of (ii).
Next we prove (iii) and (iv). δf^V is defined and φ - x p ^ ' 0 is a 1-1 corr-
espondence between the irreducible Brauer characters in b{ and those in bfσ(π*\
Let π be a jp-element of G. We assume that exactly m elements π
u
 π2y '"y7rm
are conjugate to π in G. We put πV = τr (a^G, ί = l , 2, « ,wί). Since %=
Σ X(*Λ}, % G = Σ (%<*<• J<>)G. Here X^ *ί>(^p)= Σ d(X, τr, , $)$(p) for all p-
» = 1 1 = 1 J
regular elements p of CH{ni) with φ ranging over the irreducible Brauer
characters in ίt (see Brauer [2, §1]). So we can show
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XG{πp) - Σ Σ d(X, π
i 1
for all ^-regular elements p of CG(π). Hence a subsection associated with B is
conjugate to some subsection (πiy bct β(ίΓ«#)) ( ι = l , 2, •••, rc). In partisular k(B)^
Σ /(?,.). On the other hand, k(B)=k(B)= Σ iφd Therefore, if i Φ ; , then
ι = l » = 1
(τrt , bf**'>) and (τry, Ϊ J W ) are not conjugate and </(%G, τr, , $ c ^>)=J(%, τrt , $).
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
2. Proof of Theorem 2
We denote the set of ^-regular elements of G by GP'.
If % is a character of G and T is a matrix representation of G affording
%, then #->det Γ(#) is a linear character of G. The linear character is de-
noted by det % and o(det X) means the order. The following lemma is a
special case of Glauberman's theorem [5, Theorem 3].
Lemma 2. Let π be a p-elernent of G and N be ap'-subgroup of G such that
Nπ—N. Suppose that ζ is an irreducible character of N and ζ is an extension of
ζ to Nζπy with (o(det ζ),p)=l. Then there exist a unique sign £ = ± 1 and a
unique irreducible character β of CN(π) with the property that
Lemma 3. Let ζ be an irreducible character of a normal p'-subgroup N of G
and ζ be an extension of ζ to G such that (o(det ζ),p)=l. For ap-element π of
G, there exist a sign £
π
=d=l afid an irreducible character θ
π
 of CG(π) with the
property that θ
π
\CN(π) is irreducible and
ζ(πP) = επθπ(p)
In particular θ
π
 is irreducible as a Brauer character.
Proof. We fix a ^-element π. By Lemma 2, there exist a unique sign
£ = ± 1 and a unique irreducible character β of CN(π) with the property that
ζ(πp)=Sβ(p) for all p^CN(π). First of all we show that β is etxendible to
CG(π). Since ζ{τtρ)=ζ{πp) for all c(ΞCG(π) and all p<=CN(π)y β is Cc(zr)-in-
variant. Let L be a subgroup of CG(π) such that LjCN(π) is a p-group. Then
by Isaacs [7, (8.16)], β is extendible to L. Let M be a subgroup of CG(π) such
that M/CN(π) is a p'-group. Then (NM)π=NM. By Lemma 2, there exist a
sign £ j f = ± l and an irreducible character /3M of CNM(π) with the property that
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Since CN(π)dCNM(π)=M9 we have SM=β and βM\cN{π)=β by the uhiqueness
of S and β. Hence by [7, (11.31)], β is extendible to CG(π).
Let ΘQ be an extension of β. For a ^'-subgroup M of CG(7r) with
MZDCN{π), there exists a unique linear character λM of M/CN(π) which satisfies
Furthermore for ^'-subgroups M, M of CG(π) with Λf, M'Z)CN(π), if M D M '
then λAf/=(λΛf)|Ar/ and if M'=MX for some x^CG(π) then λ M / = λ / . Here we
define a class function λ of CG{π)jCN{π) as follows. For an element c of CG{π)j
CN(π)
\(C) = \M(cy) >
where cpt is the ^ >'-ρart of c and Λf satisfies that M\CN{jt)=ζcply. Then λ is a
generalized character of CG{π)\CN(π) by Brauer's theorem on generalized
characters. Since the inner product (λ, λ) and λ(l) are equal to 1, λ is a linear
character. If we put θ=θ
o
\, then ξ(πρ)=Sθ(ρ) for all pe(CG(ττ))y. This
completes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 2. (i) is well known. Let Q be a ^ -subgroup of G and
b be a^>-block of CQ{Q)Q associated with B. We show (ζϊ>)G=B. Let C be an
arbitrary conjugacy class of G and % and ^ be ordinary irreducible characters
in B and b, respectively. Since b^=B,
(modP).
If Λ?0 is an element of C, then
Σ
Hence (ζb)G—ζB=B. Since a defect group of b is 5 , Z> is a defect group of
£5. Let i be a root of ζb in CG{D)D. b is a root of £ in CG(D)D and is deter-
mined uniquely, because iVG(Z>) Π NCG(D)D=CG(D)D. If * e Γ(6), then
ζb =5 (b
Hence 5 = 6Λ~, so ΛeT(5). If y(=NG(D) and J G Γ ( 6 ) , then
By the uniqueness of a root δ of ζb, b=by and hence y^T(b). So we have
Tφ)=Tψ).
Next we prove (iii) and (iv). By Lemma 3, there exist a sign f
w
= i l and
an ordinary irreducible character 0ff of CG(π) such that ^ is irreducible as a
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Bauer character and ζ(πp)=S
π
θ
π
(ρ) for all p^(CG(π))P'. 5, can be viewed as a
p-block of CG{π)ICN{π). We put 6,=0A. Since
*(*P) = Σ Σ <*(*, *, Φ)Φ(p)
we have
(5) (fS)0rp) = Σ Σ
1 - 1
 Φ
Here φ ranges over the irreducible Brauer characters in J, . By the second main
theorem on ^-blocks, bly b2y •••, δ s are the ^-blocks of CG(π) associated with B.
In particular we see that b{ is a uniques-block of CG(τr) such that b1iC^{Jt)=ζbi.
From (5), d{ζ%y πy θπφ)=Sπd(%y πy φ). This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
We have the following as a corollary of Theorem 1 and 2.
Corollary. Suppose that G is a p-solvable group. Let B be a p-block of G
with an abelian defect group D and b be a root of B in OG(D). We assume that
T(b)jCG(D) is cyclic and any element of T(b)jCG(D)— {1} does not fix any element
of D— {1}. Let τri, π2) •••, πt be a set of representatives for the T(b)-conjttgacy
classes of D-~{1} and Abe a set of representatives for the T{b)-conjugacy classes of
non-trivial linear characters of D, where t = (pd—ί)le, e=\T(b): CG(D)\ and
pd= \D\. Then the following holds.
(i) B contains exactly e irreducible Brauer characters φι, φ2, Λ",φe and
exactly e-\-(pd —\)je ordinary irreducible characters X
u
 X2, •••, Xe, Xλ (λGΛ).
(ii) For iy l^i^e, and λ, λ G Λ ,
Xi = φi on GP',
Xχ = ΦiH Vφe onGy.
(iii) (1, J5), (πjy bP<**J>) ( ; = 1 , 2, •••, t) form a set of representatives for the
conjugacy classes of subsections associated with B. bc^7ζi) contains a unique irreducible
Brauer character φ 0 ) .
(iv) There exist t signs £ , = ± 1 such that
d(XXί nh φ ω ) = (Sjl\CG(D)\)
for iy \^i^ey λ, λGΛ andj, l^j^t.
Proof. If τreZ)-{l} , then CG(π)Γ\T(b) = CG(D). Hence bc^π) contains
a unique irreducible Brauer character by [2, (7A)] and Brauer [3, (6C)]. Hence
(iii) follows from [3, (6C)]. By Fong's reductions (see Feit [4, Chapter X,
Lemma 1.1]) and Theorems 1 and 2, we may assume that D is a normal sub-
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group of G and T(b)=G. Then B is a unique ^-block of G which covers b.
Let Λ
o
 be the set of all linear characters of D. By [9, Theorem 3], b contains a
unique irreducible Brauer character φ and exactly pd ordinary irreducible
characters %μ, μGΛ0, where if π^D and p^(CG(D))p' then Xμ(πp)=μ(π)φ(ρ).
Since φ is G-invariant and GICG(D) is cyclic, B contains exactly e irreducible
Brauer characters φ
u
 φ2, •••, φe. Since Xλ is also G-invariant, B contains exactly
e ordinary irreducible characters X19 X2y •••, Xe such that %, ιcβ(D)=^i We may
assume Xi=φi on Gy. For an element π^D— {1}, X;(zrp)=φ(p) (ρ^(CG(D))pή.
Here we note CG(D)=CG(π). By the assumption, if μ φ l , then the stabilizer of
%μ in G is equal to CG(D). Hence %£ is irreducible and
X% = φχ\ \-φ
e
 on G^/,
X%np) = (1/1 CG{D) I) Σ β /*'
This completes the proof.
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